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Abstract
We investigate the transfer of genuine multipartite entanglement across a spin- 12
chain with nearest-neighbor XX-type interaction. We focus on the perturbative regime, where a block of spins is weakly coupled at each edge of a quantum wire, embodying the role of a multiqubit sender and receiver, respectively.
We find that high-quality multipartite entanglement transfer is achieved at the
same time that three excitations are transferred to the opposite edge of the
chain. Moreover, we find that both a finite concurrence and tripartite negativity is attained at much shorter time, making GHZ-distillation protocols
feasible. Finally, we investigate the robustness of our protocol with respect to
non-perturbative couplings and increasing lengths of the quantum wire.
Keywords: multipartite entanglement, quantum spin chains, perturbative
dynamics

1. Introduction
Entanglement has become in the last few decades a central topic of many
applications of quantum mechanics, ranging from quantum information [1] to
quantum thermodynamics [2]. A great deal of work has been done to characterise its features and quantify the amount of entanglement shared among
quantum systems, see, e.g., Ref. [3] and references therein, with the focus of
defining measures related to entanglement resource theories [4]. However, apart
from low-dimensional bipartite systems [5], there are no necessary and sufficient
criteria to identify if a given quantum state is entangled, and the two qubits
case is the only quantum system for which currently a complete characterization of its entanglement has been achieved for both pure and mixed states [6].
The multipartite entanglement in its simplest form, namely the tripartite entanglement shared among three qubits, is already so complex that no analytical
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expressions are know for its quantification. The main reason for this difficulty
can be tracked back to the presence of two inequivalent SLOCC (stochastic
local operations and classical communication) classes: the GHZ and the W
class. Indeed, at variance with the two qubit scenario, where the Bell states
represent the maximally entangled states and every other two qubit state can
be generated from them, for three qubits, conversion between states belonging
to the GHZ and the W class is impossible under SLOCC [7]. Notwithstanding
the conceptual and analytical difficulties related to three-qubit entanglement,
the latter has found numerous applications both in fundamental physics, e.g., in
experimental tests of non-locality without relying on Bell’s inequality [8], and
in proposed quantum information processing protocols [9], including cryptography [10], teleportation [11], and quantum error correction [12].
Besides the characterization and quantification of tripartite qubit entanglement, an important task is also its generation, distribution, and protection. A
prototypical quantum channel is embodied by a quantum spin- 21 chain, with the
sender and receiver located at its edges [13, 14]. Whereas, the transfer of twoqubit entanglement has been extensively investigated via spin chain [15, 16, 17,
18, 19], multipartite entanglement transfer between the edges of a spin chain has
not yet been addressed. In this paper, we build on the perturbatively perfect
excitations transfer scheme [20] which has already been successfully adopted for
one- and two-qubit quantum state transfer protocols [21, 22, 23]. In Ref. [20] it
has been shown that three excitations can be transferred between the edges of
a spin- 12 XX-type chain provided that its length fulfills N = 4n + 7, with n being a non-negative integer. The excitation transfer occurs in the weak-coupling
regime, of the sender and receiver block to the wire, and it approaches unity in
the limit of vanishing coupling, although at a price of a transfer time going to
infinity. Such a regime has been dubbed perturbatively perfect (PP) excitation
transfer. In this paper, we address the question as to whether the PP-excitation
transfer protocol is also efficient for the transfer of tripartite entangled states, in
particular for states belonging to the GHZ class. In the limit of weak, but finite
coupling the receiver state results to be in mixed state. Therefore, it is of the
utmost importance to determine whether it is genuinely multipartite entangled
and, eventually, be able to quantify its entanglement.
The paper is organised as follows: in Sec. 2 we introduce the model and
its dynamics, in Sec. 3 we revise some of the available tripartite entanglement
witnesses and monotones we will use for the analysis of the receiver state in
Sec. 3.1, where we report also the two-qubit concurrence. Finally, in Sec. 4 we
draw conclusions and outlooks.
2. The Model
In one of the most investigated quantum information transfer protocols, a
sender is coupled to a receiver by means of a quantum wire [13]. We rely on a
similar set-up, where both the sender and the receiver are embodied by a block
of three qubits, each weakly coupled to a quantum wire, see Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Setup of the excitation transfer protocol. A sender (red) and receiver (blue) block
are weakly coupled by J0 at both edges of a quantum wire (green). Each part is made up by
a 1D lattice described by the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 with Ji = J = 1, and they are coupled to
each other by J0  1.

We consider an XX spin- 21 Hamiltonian with nearest-neighbor interaction
Ji on a 1D lattice with open boundary conditions,
Ĥ =

N
−1
X
i=1

Ji x x
y 
σ̂i σ̂i+1 + σ̂iy σ̂i+1
2

(1)

where σ̂iα (α = x, y) represents the Pauli matrix of a spin- 21 sitting on site i. We
assume couplings Ji all uniform but for Ji = J0 between the sender (receiver)
block and the wire. We also set the coupling within the sender (receiver) block
and within the wire as our time and energy unit Ji = J = 1.
By the Jordan-Wigner transformation, the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 can be
mapped [24] into a spinless non-interacting fermion model,
Ĥ =

N
−1
X



Ji ĉ†i+1 ĉi + ĉ†i ci+1 ,

(2)

i=1

where the ĉ†i (ĉi ) now represents a creation (distruction) operator of a spinless
fermion on site i. Because of the quadratic nature of the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2,
the diagonalisation is easily carried out and reads
Ĥ =

N
X

ωk ĉ†k ĉk ,

(3)

k=1

where {ωk , |φk i ≡ ĉ†k |0i} are the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the N xN
tridiagonal matrix with elements hi| Ĥ |ji = Ji (δi,i+1 + δi,i−1 ), describing the
single-particle dynamics in the direct space basis, |ii ≡ ĉi |0i. Here, and in the
following, |ii ≡ |00 . . . 1i . . . 00i represents a state with one excitation sitting on
site i.
As in the following we are interested in the transfer, from the sender to the
receiver spins, of a |GHZi state
1
|GHZi = √ (|000i + |111i) ,
2

(4)

we only need to explicate the dynamics in the 0- and 3-particle subspaces of
Eq. 2, because the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 conserves the total magnetisation in
the z-direction.
3

The dynamics in the 3-particle sector is fully determined by the transition
nmr
amplitude matrix Fijk
(t) between sites {i, j, k} and {n, m, r}, where i < j < k
and n < m < r, having single-particle transition amplitudes fsr (t) as matrix
elements [20]
 n

fi (t) fim (t) fir (t)
nmr
Fijk
(t) = hnmr| e−ıĤt |ijki = fjn (t) fjm (t) fjr (t) .
fkn (t) fkm (t) fkr (t)

(5)

The single-particle transition amplitude is given by
fsr (t) = hr| e−itĤ |si =

N
X

e−iωk t hr| φk ihφk |si =

k=1

N
X

e−iωk t φrk φ∗ks ,

(6)

k=1

evaluated via the eigenvalues and eigenstates of Eq. 3. Finally, the square modulus of the determinant of the matrix in Eq. 5 gives the transition probability
of the excitations between the selected sites {i, j, k} and {n, m, r}. As for the
0-excitation sector, the fully polarised state |0i ≡ |00...0i is an eigenstate of the
Hamiltonian whose evolution can be neglected by rescaling its eigenenergy to
zero

1 
(7)
|Ψ(t)i = e−itĤ |GHZi123 |0iw,r = √ |0i + e−itĤ |1110i ,
2
where the initial state of our model consists of a |GHZi state of the first three
spins and all the spins of the wire and the receiver spins in the |0i state.
After a lengthy but straightforward calculation, the three qubits density
matrix of the receiver block in the computational basis reads


ρ00 0
0
0
0
0
0 ρ07
 0 ρ11 ρ12 0 ρ14 0
0
0 


 0 ρ∗12 ρ22 0 ρ24 0
0
0 


 0
0
0 ρ33 0 ρ35 ρ36 0 

 .
(8)
ρr (t) = 
∗
∗
0
0 
 0 ρ14 ρ24 0∗ ρ44 0

 0

0
0 ρ35 0 ρ55 ρ56 0 

 0
0
0 ρ∗36 0 ρ∗56 ρ66 0 
∗
ρ07 0
0
0
0
0
0 ρ77
Notice that the 1- and 2-excitations sector are block-diagonal as a consequence
of the excitation-conserving property of the Hamiltonian, whereas the 0- and
3-particle sector are not because of the initial state of the sender. Each matrix
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element ρij can be expressed in terms of determinants of Eq. 5 as follows
ρ00 =

ρ33 =

1
+
2

N
−3
X

kqp
F123

2

, ρ11 =

N
−3
X

N −2N −1k
F123

N −2kq
F123

2

, ρ44 =

N
−3
X

, ρ22 =

2

N
−3
X

N −2kN
F123

2

k=1

kN −1N
F123

k=1
kqN
F123

2

k=1

k<q<p=1

N
−3
X
k<q=1

ρ66 =

N
−3
X

2

, ρ55 =

N
−3
X

kN −1q
F123

2

k<q=1

N −2N −1N
, ρ77 = F123

2

k<q=1
N
−3
N
−3
X
X


1 N −2N −1N
N −2N −1k
N −2kN ∗
N −2N −1k
kN −1N ∗
ρ07 = √ F123
, ρ12 =
F123
F123
, ρ14 =
F123
F123
,
2
k=1
k=1

ρ24 =

N
−3
X

N −2kN
kN −1N
F123
F123

∗

N
−3
X

, ρ35 =

k=1

ρ36 =

N
−3
X
k<q=1


∗
N −2kq
kN −1q
F123
F123
,

k<q=1


∗
N −2kq
kqN
F123
F123
, ρ56 =

N
−3
X


∗
kN −1q
kqN
F123
F123
.

(9)

k<q=1

The reduced density matrix ρ(ij) of two qubits belonging to the receiver
block is easily derived from Eq. 8 and reads, e.g., for {ij} = {N −1, N }


ρ00 + ρ11
0
0
0


0
ρ22 + ρ33 ρ24 + ρ35
0
 ,
ρ(N −1N ) = 
(10)
∗
∗


ρ24 + ρ35 ρ44 + ρ55
0
0
0
0
ρ66 + ρ77
with a similar expression holding for the other pairs in the block. Notice that all
the two-qubit density matrices are of X-type, and, consequently, the single-qubit
density matrix will result diagonal.
Let us now recap some results from Ref. [20] allowing us to express the
single-particle transition amplitude of Eq. 6 in terms of just a few eigenvectors
of Eq. 3 exploiting the perturbative coupling regime.
In Fig. 2 we express graphically the effect of the perturbative coupling between the sender (receiver) block and the wire on the eigenenergies. It turns out
that, for lengths of the wire obeying nw = 4n + 1, with n a non-negative integer,
there are three resonances, one is at 1st -order in perturbation theory, and two
are at 2nd -order, symmetrically displaced around the former. As a consequence,
only seven eigenstates give a perturbatively non-negligible contribution to Eq. 6,
which can be reduced to just three taking into account the mirror-symmetry of
the model, reflected by the symmetrical displacement of the 2nd -order perturbed
eigenenergies. Utilising elementary trigonometric identities, each single-particle
transition amplitude entering Eqs. 9 via Eq. 5 is a function of only three fre±
6
and ω5 . The former are the eigenenergies corrected at
quencies ω76
= ω7 ±ω
2
nd
2 -order in perturbation theory, the latter at 1st -order, corresponding to the
5

Figure 2: Perturbative analysis: the single-particle energy levels of Eq. 3 when sender, receiver
and wire are uncoupled (left panel) and in the weak-coupling regime (right panel). For lengths
of the wire given by nw = 4n + 1 there are one triple-degenerate level, resolved in energy at
1st -order perturbation theory (green circled) and two symmetric double-degenerate levels,
resolved at 2nd -order in J0 (violet circle). Clearly, the energy separation of the former is of
order J0−1 , while the latter is of order J0−2 .

circles eigenergies in Fig. 2 ordered from below. For instance, the transition
amplitude of an excitation between site 1 and N −2 reads
f1N −2 (t) '

3
X

e−iωk t φrk φ∗ks =

k=1

+
−
1 − 2 sin ω67
sin ω67
− cos ω5
,
4

(11)

and between site 2 and N −1
f2N −1 (t) '

3
X

+
−
e−iωk t φrk φ∗ks = − sin ω67
sin ω67
.

(12)

k=1
−
Because of the different perturbation order corrections, the relation ω76

+
ω5  ω76 holds. This, as we will see, gives rise to two different time scales,
π
T ' 2ωπ− and Te ' 2ω
dominating the oscillatory behaviour of the entanglement
5
76

under scrutiny in the following sections. Let us also stress that the 1st -order
doublet and the two 2nd -order triplet perturbed eigenenergy each can support
only one excitation.
3. Three qubit entanglement
Having derived in the previous section 2 the tools to obtain the receiver
three qubit density matrix, in this section we will overview a few results about
multipartite entanglement we will use to tackle the multipartite entanglement
transfer problem.

6

Whereas two qubit entanglement criteria for an arbitrary density matrix have
been derived [5] and entanglement monotones have a closed expression [25], for
the entanglement shared among three qubits the scenario is much more complex,
and, for arbitrary mixed states no closed expression of an entanglement measure
is known.
One of the difficulties in characterising the entanglement shared among three
qubits is the existence of six different SLOCC (stochastic local operations and
classical communication) classes for pure states: the GHZ- and W -class for
genuinely entangled states, three classes are composed by a two-qubit Bell state
and single qubit state embodying the bi-separable states with respect to each
possible partition, and, finally, a product state of three qubits representing the
fully separable state [7].
This classification has been extended to mixed states [26] giving rise to a
hierarchy of entanglement where local POVMs can transform states only from a
higher to a lower class, whereas each class is invariant under SLOCC, see Fig.3
for the schematic structure. However, while pure states that are biseparable
with respect to each partition are also fully separable, the same does not hold
for mixed states because of the existence of PPT entangled states.
For three qubits a pure state is called fully separable if it can be written in
the form
|Ψf s i = |ψ1 i |ψ2 i |ψ3 i

(13)

and a mixed state belongs to the fully separable class S if it can be written as
a convex combination of fully separable pure states
X
|ρf s i =
pi |Ψf s ihΨf s | .
(14)
i

A pure bi-separable state, belonging to the class B, is defined as being separable
under one, or more, bi-partitions, {1|23, 12|3, 13|2}, as, e.g., in
|Ψbs i = |ψ12 i |ψ3 i ,

(15)

with qubits 1 and 2 possibly entangled. Consequently, a bi-separable mixed
state reads
X
|ρbs i =
pi |Ψbs ihΨbs | .
(16)
i

If a mixed state can not be written as in Eqs. 14 or 16, it contains genuine
multipartite entanglement, which can be of the W or of the GHZ-type. It holds
that S ⊂ B ⊂ W ⊂ GHZ [26].
In order to determine to which SLOCC class a three qubit pure state belongs,
one can rely on the three-tangle τ [27] and the concurrence C. The GHZ class
contains states with τ > 0, whereas states in the W class have τ = 0 but
finite C (12) , C (13) , and C (23) ; bi-separable states have only one of the above
concurrences different from zero, and, finally, for fully separable states both τ
7

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the classification of three qubit states: S fully separable, B
bi-separable, W and GHZ non-separable.

and all C (ij) vanish. This classification extends to mixed states by considering
the classes in its pure state decomposition and using the convex roof extension of
a corresponding pure state entanglement measure: for GHZ-type entanglement
τ is finite, for W -type entanglement τ = 0 but the concurrence of genuine
multipartite entanglement [28] is finite; whereas, for bi-separability, the square
root of the global entanglement [29] is finite, and both the three-tangle and
concurrence of genuine multipartite entanglement are zero. Finally, for states
in the fully separable class, all entanglement measures vanish.
Generally, convex roof extensions of pure state entanglement measures are
difficult to calculate as they involve an optimisation over an infinite number
of convex decompositions into pure states of a mixed state. Although efficient
numerical algorithms have been developed for several multipartite entanglement
measures, see, e.g.,Ref. [30], for full rank density matrices, as is the one given
8

by Eq. 8, there is no efficient algorithm available to date.
An alternative to entanglement measures is given by entanglement witnesses
(EW) [31]. An EW is an hermitian operator W such that T r [Wρ] ≥ 0 on all
states ρ not belonging to the entanglement class the EW aims at detecting. As
such, W is a witness in the sense it constitutes a sufficient, but not necessary
criterion for detecting entanglement. For the GHZ-class several witnesses have
been devised and their decomposition into local projective measurements have
allowed to detect experimentally genuine multipartite entanglement [32].
In our analysis of the transfer of multipartite entanglement, we will use the
entanglement witnesses of Ref. [26]
W=

1
1 − |GHZihGHZ| .
2

(17)

One has T r [Wρ] > 0 on every biseparable state of Eq. 16, for − 41 < T r [Wρ] < 0
the state ρ can belong either to the W or the GHZ-class, while only states
belonging to the GHZ class have − 21 < T r [Wρ] < − 41 . For states belonging to
the W \ B class, the following witness can be used WW = 23 1 − |W ihW |.
In Ref. [33] a semidefinite programming (SDP) approach has been put forward in order to detect multipartite entanglement, although without distinguishing between the GHZ- and the W -type entanglement. Using convex optimisation technique, one is able to solve, for an arbitrary multipartite state ρ,
the minimization problem
min T r [Wρ] ,

(18)

where W is a fully decomposable witness with respect to every bipartition of the
multipartite system. Interestingly, (the negative of) Eq. 18 is also a multipartite
entanglement monotone and can hence be used to quantify genuine multipartite
entanglement [34].
Apart from entanglement witnesses, the quantification of entanglement in
a three qubit mixed state via the tangle τ is possible only in a few specific
low-rank cases [35]. However, bipartite entanglement measures can be used on
multipartite states by considering every possible partitions [36], and we will use
in the following the tripartite negativity NABC proposed in Ref. [37]:
q
N (3) = 3 NA|BC NAB|C NAC|B
(19)
where NX|Y Z is the negativity [38]
P

i

NX|Y Z =

|λ| − 1
,
2

(20)

with λ being the eigenvalues of the partial transpose of ρXY Z with respect to
the subsystem X. However, due to the Peres-Horodecki criterion [39, 5], for
dimensions higher than 2x2 and 2x3, NX|Y Z > 0 constitutes a sufficient, but
not necessary condition for bipartite entanglement between the partitions X
9

and Y Z. Notice that N (3) (ρ) > 0 is a sufficient condition for distillability of a
GHZ state from ρ [40].
Finally, let us also report for completeness, the concurrence between two
qubits i and j, C (ij) , [25]. Because all the two-qubit density matrices ρ(ij) in
Eq. 10 are of X-type, with a single non-zero off-diagonal element, the concurrence reduces to [41]


q
(ij)
(ij) (ij)
C (ij) = 2 max 0, ρ12 − ρ00 ρ33
.
(21)
3.1. Entanglement transfer
Let us now finally illustrate the main results of this work: the transfer of
multipartite entanglement via perturbative couplings between a sender and a
receiver block connected by a quantum wire. As we are interested only in
the receiver block, we renumber, for the sake of readability, the spins therein
contained n = 1, 2, 3, starting from the edge. In Fig. 3.1 we report the results
for two entanglement witnesses, respectively given by Eq. 17 and Eq. 18, the
tripartite negativity N (3) , Eq. 20, and the concurrence C (13) , Eq 21, between
qubit 1 and 3 for a chain of length N = 19 and J0 = 0.01 both on a time
scale of T and Te. Being the concurrence between neighboring qubits C (12) =
C (23) = 0, and the witness WW detecting W -class states positive at all times
when evaluated on the receiver density matrix, T r [Wρr ] > 0, we argue that no
W -entanglement is present at any time in the receiver spins.
Whereas the witness based on the fidelity with a GHZ state, Eq. 17, detects
genuine multipartite entanglement at finite time-intervals, the witness in Eq. 18
detects genuine multipartite entanglement at any time but for discrete time
points. The latter coincide with the times when the tripartite negativity N (3)
vanishes. There are regions where the witness − 41 < T r [Wρ] < 0, hence the
tripartite entanglement could be either GHZ or W -type. However, the fact that
C (12) = C (23) = 0 is an indication that ρ belongs to the GHZ-class. The same
holds for the regions where the multipartite entanglement monotone derived
Eq. 18 gives a non-zero value.
We also observe that both N (3) and −T r [Wρ] oscillate with period Te, becoming vanishingly small when the concurrence between qubit 1 and 3 reaches
its maximum value, C (13) = 12 . At these points t∗ in time, the density matrix
of the receiver block reads



1
1 |110i − |011i
h110| − h011|
√
√
ρ(t∗ ) ' |000ih000| +
(22)
2
2
2
2
1
= |0A 0C ih0A 0C | ⊗ |0B ih0B |
2


1 |1A 0C i − |0A 1C i
h1A 0C | − h0A 1C |
√
√
+
⊗ |1B ih1B | ,
2
2
2
which is a biseparable state under the partition AC|B. Therefore, we can conclude that these are the only (isolated) points in time where the state does not
10

Figure 4: Witness W, Eq 17, (blue dotted line) and W, Eq. 18, (black dotted line); tripartite
negativity N (3) , Eq. 19, (orange dotted line), and concurrence between qubit 1 and 3, C (13) ,
2π
e
Eq 21, (blue line) on a time scale of T = 2π
(lower panel)
− (upper panel) and a few T = ω
ω76

5

around the maximum of the fidelity given by τ = T2 (green vertical line). The horizontal red
line is set at − 14 to detect GHZ-class entanglement via the witness W. Notice that, around
t = τ , C (13) and N (3) are oscillating in phase opposition.

have any genuinely multipartite entanglement. Clearly, the reason for these
oscillations is that one of the excitations is travelling with frequency ω5 back
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and forth between the sender and the receiver block through the quantum wire
exploiting the 1st -order triplet.
Analysing the short-time behaviour, we notice that qubits 1 and 3 get entangled with C (13) = 12 already on a time-scale of Te, whereas the tripartite
negativity N (3) , as well as the entanglement monotone −T r [Wρ], is very small,
Fig. 3.1. The reason still being the presence of the 1st -order triplet, entering
the transition amplitudes fij with i = 1, 3 and j = N −2, N . Whereas, in order
to have finite genuinely tripartite entanglement one needs a finite probability
to find three excitations on the receiver block, thus involving the two 2nd -order
doublets, which is the only term entering the transition amplitude in Eq. 12.

Figure 5: Short-time behaviour of the concurrence C (13) , Eq 21, (left panel) and of the
tripartite negativity N (3) , Eq. 19 (right panel). Notice that, at variance with the time scale
of T , on a times scale of the order of Te, the two entanglement quantifiers are oscillating in
phase.

In Fig. 3.1 we test our protocol for increasing values of J0 and report a good
transfer of genuine multipartite entanglement to the sender block in the weakcouling regime, say up to J0 ' 0.1, after which a quick decay of the quality of
the transfer is observed. Similarly, the transfer time τ at which the maximum
is obtained follows τ ∝ J0−2 in the perturbative regime, before breaking down
after J0 ' 0.1.
(13)
(13)
Let us also add that C# = C (13) = 21 , where C# is the concurrence of
assistance [42], evaluated by
(ij)

C#

=

4 p
X

λn ,

(23)

n=1

where λn are the eigenvalues of the matrix R = ρ (σ̂ y ⊗ σ̂ y ) ρ∗ (σ̂ y ⊗ σ̂ y ). This
quantity is the maximum entanglement achievable between two qubits by means
of LOCC operations on the complementary qubits, that is the sender and the
wire qubits.
4. Conclusions
In this paper we have shown how, by exploiting the weak-coupling dynamical regime, one is able to transfer maximally entangled three-qubit states between the edges of a spin- 21 chain with nearest-neighbor XX-interactions. We
12

Figure 6: (left panel) Maximum tripartite negativity N (3) , Eq. 19, blue dots, and witness
W, Eq. 18, red square, as a function of the coupling J0 for a chain of length N = 23. (right
panel) Time τ at which the maximum are achieved vs J0 for the same parameters as in the
left panel. Notice how the two entanglement monotones change outside the weak-coupling
regime. Similarly, around the same values, the power law τ ∼ J0−2 , obtained from 2nd -order
perturbation theory in Ref. [20], starts to fail. Lines are for guiding the eyes.

have used a witness based on the fidelity with a GHZ state and one based on
semidefinite programming. The negative of the latter, as well as the tripartite
negativity, constitute also valid entanglement monotones and their dynamics
shows that genuine multipartite entanglement of the GHZ-class is efficiently
transferred with our protocol. Interestingly, although the multipartite entanglement transfer peaks at a time scale determined by the inverse of the 2nd -order
energy gap in perturbation theory, a finite concurrence between a pair of spins
in the receiver block and a non-zero tripartite negativity, the latter a sufficient
condition for GHZ-distillability, is retrieved on the sender block already on
times scales determined by the much faster inverse of the 1st -order energy gap
in perturbation theory. Moreover, while in the limit of vanishing couplings of
the sender and the receiver block to the quantum wire, J0 → 0, the transfer
of the multipartite entanglement approaches one, but with the transfer time
approaching infinity, we obtain that also for couplings J0 ∼ 0.1, a significative
amount of multipartite entanglement is retrieved on the receiver spins in much
shorter time. Finally, although we were not able to evaluate the tangle, because
of the full rank of the receivers density matrix, both the witnesses and the entanglement monotones considered indicate that for a large time interval around
the transfer time, the receivers state remains genuinely multipartite entangled,
but for isolated points in time.
Taking into consideration that genuine multipartite entanglement, despite
the analytical, and even numerical, difficulty of its characterisation and quantification, is a precious resource in many applications, ranging from cryptography to quantum error correction, we believe that a thorough investigation of its
dynamical properties may result useful and more studies in this direction are
needed.
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